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FL STUDIO Fruity Edition? FL STUDIO | In this video we show you how to make a song from start to finish in Fruity... FL STUDIO 20.9.1 Released FL STUDIO 20.9.1 released. In response to the great feedback we received to the FL Studio 20.9 we are happy... SoundFont Player | Introduction Dive into the history of PC multi-sample formats with the
SoundFont Player! The SoundFont Player includes everything you need to... FLEX Library | Jayce Lewis Drumsliced Jayce Lewis | Drumsliced - The sound of a real drumkit in the studio, sliced, multi-miced, multi-layered for FLEX. Play... Vintage Chorus | Introduction Vintage Chorus was introduced with FL Studio 20.9 modelled after the Roland Juno
6's Chorus, known for its warm, analog sound. Vintage... Pitch Shifter | Introduction Pitch Shifter was introduced with FL Studio 20.9 providing a new and creative pitch shifting and formant manipulation effect for... FL STUDIO 20.9 Released FL STUDIO 20.9 released delivering the awesome workflow features you have been waiting for. Propel your
music into 2022 with... TM88 | The Interview FL STUDIO | TM88 (FL Studio Power User) - The producer behind hits like Lil Uzi Vert's "XO TOUR Llif3",... FLEX | Drumful Treasure (FREE) FLEX | We are excited to announce Drumful Treasure by WiseLabs. A free FLEX pack for FL Studio owners. Getting... TM88 | Signature Sound FL STUDIO
Signature Sound | TM88 Track Breakdown - We're excited to open a new FL Studio Signature Sound series... FL Studio x RazerCon 2021 Razer and Image-Line are happy to announce Razer Music - A one-stop music production portal. #RazerMusic Visualizer Video Contest Visualizer Remix Contest | To celebrate the release of FL Studio 20.8.4, we've
teamed up with Arturia, Producer Loops and... SOUNDS | Picked For You! SOUNDS | We asked what content you wanted and we heard you loud and clear. More samples, sounds and sonic... NEW | Frequency Shifter FL STUDIO 20.8.4 introduced the Frequency Shifter effect. In this tutorial we explain how Frequency Shifting is different from Pitch...
FL STUDIO 20.8.4 Released FL STUDIO 20.8.4 | We are excited to announce native support for Apple Silicon CPUs, a new Frequency Shifter effect,... MIXING | Reverb FL STUDIO MIXING | We asked you what tutorial to make next. You said Mixing! This time how reverberation or... MIXING | Delays FL STUDIO MIXING | We asked you what tutorial
to make next. You said Mixing! Delays give your mix a... MIXING | Stereo Imaging FL STUDIO MIXING | We asked you what tutorial to make next. You said Mixing! Today, the Stereo Imaging or... FL STUDIO MOBILE | 3.6 Update FL Studio Mobile: 3.2.19 is now available for Android, iOS and Windows. Now with time signatures. MIXING |
Compression FL STUDIO MIXING | We asked you what tutorial to make next. You said Mixing! Today, compression and other dynamics... Alan Walker & Imanbek RMX Contest We have teamed up with Alan Walker ⚡ and Imanbek ⚡ to bring you the official Sweet Dreams Remix Contest!... MIXING | Equalizers FL STUDIO MIXING | We asked you what
tutorial to make next. You said Mixing! This is the 2nd in... MIXING | Setting Levels FL STUDIO MIXING | We asked you what tutorial to make next. You said Mixing! This is the first in... EDISON | Envelopes FL STUDIO EDISON | In the final video of our 6 part series we cover the Editor Envelopes. While the... FL STUDIO MOBILE | Getting Started FL
Studio Mobile: 3.2.19 is now available for Android, iOS and Windows. Now with time signatures. EDISON | Convolution & EQ Tools FL STUDIO EDISON | In parts 4 & 5 of our 6 part series we cover two useful sound design... FL STUDIO | History of the Fruit FL STUDIO | Many people ask us what fruit is the logo? The original concept was designed
by Didier Dambrin... EDISON | Pitch Detection & Noise Reduction FL STUDIO EDISON | In part 3 of this 6 part series we cover two useful advanced processing options pitch... EDISON | Audio Recording FL STUDIO EDISON | Is the perfect sound design recording tool. The deep integration with FL Studio makes many audio... EDISON | Audio Editing
FL STUDIO EDISON | Is one of those tools in FL Studio that can be a real creative multiplier. The... FLEX | Essential Guitars & Bass (FREE) FLEX | We are excited to announce two free FLEX libraries for FL Studio owners. Essential Guitars & Essential Bass... FL STUDIO Audio for Live Streams FL STUDIO | With the frequent Covid 19 related
lockdowns, online streaming has seen a huge growth over the 2020-2021... FLEX | Analog Excellence FL STUDIO | Fresh from WiseLabs modular research facility, Analog Excellence FLEX library captures the raw energy of electrons flying... FL STUDIO 20.8.3 Released FL STUDIO 20.8.3 | Free Maintenance Update. Since the 20.8.0 release our team
have been busy perfecting your favorite DAW... FL Studio Grammy Gang 2021 Grammy Awards | We'd like to congratulate the FL Studio Grammy Gang on their 2021 success ... Hit-boy: Best... Hip hop & Trap Tools FL STUDIO | Hip hop & Trap is instantly recognizable by it's signature sounds and beat. In this video we... FL STUDIO 500K YouTube
Subscribers FL STUDIO | We are humbled to be the first DAW to pass 500K subscribers on YouTube. Why not click... FL STUDIO 20.8.2 Released FL STUDIO 20.8.2 | Mac Apple Silicon (M1 / Rosetta 2) support, improved workflow and free. FL Studio continues its... Finding your files? FL STUDIO | What's the fastest way to add folders to the
Browser? How do you find misplaced samples? Why... Free Patcher FX FL STUDIO | Has many hidden gems. None more so than the free Patcher FX presets waiting for your audio... The Envelope Controller FL STUDIO | Similar to the Keyboard Controller we covered here. The 'Envelope Controller' also generates automation data to control... The
Keyboard Controller FL STUDIO | The 'Keyboard Controller' generates automation data to control modulation targets (knobs, sliders etc.) from Piano roll or... FL STUDIO 20.8.1 Released FL STUDIO 20.8.1 | Faster, more precise and free. This is a maintenance update that squashes the bugs reported by... Quantize all the things! FL STUDIO | In this
video we cover the process of 'quantizing' notes, audio and automation. Did you know the... Fruity Parametric EQ Updated! FL STUDIO 20.8 | Introduced significant upgrades to Fruity Parametric EQ 2. We listened to your feedback bout what you... New Plugins | Frequency Splitter and Tuner FL STUDIO 20.8 | We were excited to introduce two new
plugins free for all users - Frequency Splitter and... FL STUDIO 20.8 Released FL STUDIO 20.8 | Faster, more precise and free. Get more control over your audio with the new Frequency Splitter.... Find answers & get help fast! FL STUDIO | They say, if you give a hungry man a fish, you feed him for a day, but... FL STUDIO | Every Audio Editor &
Tool FL STUDIO | Has an huge array of Audio Editors, creative Tools and Automation Controllers. In this video we take... FL STUDIO 20.7.3 Released FL STUDIO 20.7.3 | Maintenance update. In the third maintenance update for FL Studio 20.7 we're happy to release more... FL STUDIO | Every Instrument Plugin FL STUDIO | Has so many great
instrument plugins it's sometimes hard to know where to start. In this video... Newtime | Audio Quantization & Warping FL STUDIO | Newtime is an audio time-manipulation editor. Slice, warp, time-correct, quantize and groove vocals, instrumentals and other recordings.... Mixer Routing Getting Started FL STUDIO | Mixer Routing Getting Started. If
you are new to FL Studio and wondering how routing, sends and... Video Chopping | ZGE Visualizer FL STUDIO | ZGE Visualizer has become a hugely popular go-to-tool for creating music videos. We used it to create... FL STUDIO 20.7.2 Released FL STUDIO 20.7.2 | Workflow enhanced! In the second maintenance update for FL Studio 20.7 we're
happy to release a... Studio Drum Tracks | Jayce Lewis Jayce Lewis Studio Drum Tracks brings you the sound of real studio drums to mix into your FL Studio projects. 58,... FL STUDIO | Multi-Track Stems Export FL STUDIO | In this tutorial we cover Export all Mixer Tracks and Export All Playlist Tracks and consider the... FLEX | Jump Up Repertoire
(FREE) We've released another a free FLEX pack to help keep you inspired and creative in your home studios. Please note, this... FL STUDIO | Exporting Quality Audio FL STUDIO | In this tutorial we show the most important settings when exporting quality audio. For full details on... Getting Started Tutorial FL STUDIO | In this tutorial we're back to
basics and show how to work with the new workflow features... FL STUDIO 20.7.1 Released FL STUDIO 20.7.1 | Is a maintenance update with improvements to Newtime, the Video Visualizer, Macros, MIDI Scripting and more (see below).... FL STUDIO 20.7 Released FL STUDIO 20.7 | Dominate YouTube, Instagram and Facebook with the new
Visualizer, enjoy more freedom with unlocked Piano roll note colors and get set for unlimited... FLEX | Bass Utopia (FREE) Still locked in? Great, we've released another a free FLEX pack to help keep you inspired and creative in your... FLEX | Atlantis by Black Octopus Sound There's nothing like fresh sounds to inspire creativity while you are locked
in. We're excited to release FLEX | Atlantis by Black Octopus Sound. Evoke... FLEX | Magnificence (FREE) The FL STUDIO team encourage you to stay safe while we all ride out the CV-19 pandemic. So, we've released a free... Alan Walker, K-391 & Ahrix RMX Contest We're excited to announce the Alan Walker, K-391 and Ahrix ‘End of Time’ remix
talent search. Get involved shaping the final track ... Click here... Dancefair MasterClasses We're always excited about Dancefair, where expert producers share how they create hit tracks. We're gearing up for Dance fair 2020 with... FLEX | Phonon Collider Phonon Collider FLEX Library by WiseLabs. 320 presets, each with all 8 macros mapped to a
whole universe of exciting... FL Studio Best DAW FL STUDIO has topped the MusicRadar Best DAW poll (again). Thanks everyone, for your support. So now it's onwards and upwards into 2020... FLEX | Floor Shakers FREE We are excited to release the Floor Shakers FLEX Library by SH-1, free to FL STUDIO customers. Just open FLEX and... FL
STUDIO 20.6.1 Released FL STUDIO 20.6.1 is a maintenence update to fix the issues reported with FL Studio 20.6. Although, as usual, the team... FL STUDIO 20.6 Released Watch the full-length introductory FL Studio 20.6 video here FL STUDIO 20.6 introduces new ways to create Distortion, improved audio Time Warping,... FLEX | Electronica by
Histibe FL STUDIO 20.5 introduced FLEX a free instrument plugin for all FL STUDIO editions. Now we are pleased to release ELECTRONICA by HISTIBE. DOWNLOAD... FLEX | Monsters Library (Free) FL STUDIO 20.5 introduced FLEX a free instrument plugin for all FL STUDIO editions. We are excited to release a new FREE FLEX library...
Harmor | Eleanor Vocals We are proud to release Eleanor Vocals Resynthesized for Harmor. Following our acclaimed Elle Vee, Victoriya, Tevlo, Veela & Lollievox Vocals... FL STUDIO | Development Team We just concluded our annual developers conference, where we take time out from the daily routine to brainstorm the future... FLEX | Fulcrum
Library FL STUDIO 20.5 introduced FLEX a free instrument plugin for all FL STUDIO editions. Now we are excited to release FLEX FULCRUM. A 'trance'... Contest | Vocalkitchen x FLEX We're excited to announce the Vocalkitchen x FL Studio FLEX remix contest, feat. Nino Lucarelli ... Vocalkitchen (Helping DJs Find Their Voice) X FLEX (Advanced
Simplicity)... DAW Martyr Contest Winners Thanks to Jayce Lewis and Aston Microphones & AKAI for supporting the FL STUDIO DAW MARTYR REMIX CONTEST. We're exited to announce the winners below. Get... FL Studio 20.5.1 Update FL STUDIO 20.5.1 is a maintenence update to fix the issues reported with FL Studio 20.5 that introduced FLEX
a free synthesizer...
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